On-chip immunoassay using surface-enhanced Raman scattering of hollow gold nanospheres.
A surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based gradient optofluidic sensor has been developed for a fast and sensitive immunoassay. In this work, a novel microfluidic sensor with functional internal structures has been designed and fabricated. This sensor is composed of three compartments consisting of the gradient channel that serially dilutes the target marker, the injection and mixing area of antibody-conjugated hollow gold nanospheres and magnetic beads, and the trapping area of sandwich immunocomplexes using multiple solenoids. Quantitative analysis of a specific target marker is performed by analyzing its characteristic SERS signals. This SERS-based gradient optofluidic sensor can replace the set of microwells or microtubes used in manual serial dilutions that have been traditionally used in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-type assays. The limit of detection for rabbit immunoglobin (IgG) is estimated to be 1-10 ng/mL. This novel SERS-based optofluidic immunoassay system is expected to be a powerful clinical tool for the fast and sensitive medical diagnosis of a disease.